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QUESTION 1

What option on the breakdown source record helps provide views into whether you need to create additional
breakdowns or adjust data values? 

A. Security type 

B. Related List Conditions 

C. Label for unmatched 

D. Run Diagnostics 

Correct Answer: C 

When you select an indicator as the data source, you can filter the results by breakdown and breakdown element. 

If you have the \\'Label for unmatched\\' field defined on the breakdown source for a selected breakdown, this label
appears in your choice of Elements. Select the label to display scores that do not match any of the elements. This
option helps 

provide views into whether you need to create additional breakdowns or adjust data values. 

Reference:https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-servicenow-platform/page/use/par- for-workspace/task/create-
visualization.html 

 

QUESTION 2

What is an easy way for a responsible user to get real-time updates on the signals for a particular KPI? 

A. Monitoring the signal score on a dashboard 

B. Receive email notifications 

C. Schedule a report for the signal data 

D. D.Manually check the KPI doe signals 

Correct Answer: B 

As a responsible user, you can receive email notifications about new or unresolved signals, anti-signals, or any actions
taken on signals. 

You can configure how frequently you get these reminders and the maximum number of reminders to get for a signal. 

You no longer have to open KPI Signals and manually check each KPI for signals. Scheduling a report for the signal
data does not provide real-time updates. Manually check the KPI for signals and monitoring the signal score on a
dashboard 

requires the user to constantly check for the updates without a pause, which is not easy. 

Reference:https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-now-intelligence/page/use/par-for- workspace/concept/kpi-
signals-responsible-users.html 
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QUESTION 3

Which of the following visualisation types allow you to add multiple data sources of the same type in the UI Builder?
(Choose two.) 

A. Single Score 

B. Time Series 

C. Pie and donuts 

D. Bars 

Correct Answer: BC 

You can add multiple data sources of the same type for time series (including Area, Column, Line, Stepline, and Spline)
and bar (including Horizontal bar and Vertical bar) visualisations. 

Reference:https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-servicenow-platform/page/use/par- for-workspace/concept/time-
series-visualizations.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following styling options is NOT available with the data visualisation component configuration in
workspaces? 

A. Sort on categories in bar, pie, and donut visualisations based on table data sources. 

B. Set default, palette, or single colour options for data display. 

C. Change score sizes of single score visualisations. 

D. Create a newvisualisation type with predefined styling. 

Correct Answer: D 

The data visualisation component configuration adds more options and an enhanced user interface. 

You can configure new visualisations in Workspace from tables and indicators using the Data Visualisation
configuration. 

From the UI Builder, you can add visualisations to your landing page based on Performance Analytics and Reporting
data. Configure a new visualisation by dragging the Data Visualisation configuration icon onto the Stage pane. The
following 

styling options are added in the Quebec release: 

*

 Show or hide a visualisation component header on a landing page, along with its label and icons. 

*
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 Change score sizes of single score visualisations. 

*

 Set default, palette, or single colour options for data display. 

*

 Sort on categories in bar, pie, and donut visualisations based on table data sources. 

*

 Define data label positions and show labels that overlap on bar visualisations. Creating a new visualisation type is not
an available styling option. 

Reference:https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-servicenow-platform/page/use/par- for-workspace/task/create-
visualization.html 

 

QUESTION 5

How should an admin activate the KPI Signals? 

A. Raise a ServiceNow Support (HI) request 

B. Request from the ServiceNow Store 

C. It is active by default 

D. Activate the sn-kpi-signals plugin 

Correct Answer: C 

You no longer have to activate the KPI Signals (com.snc.pa.kpi_signals) plugin. It is active by default. 

If you do not want this feature, request a Now Platform administrator to set the property com.snc.pa.activate_kpi_signals
to false. Because this property does not exist by default, the administrator must add it. 

If you reactivate KPI Signals, signal detection resumes from the time you originally deactivated the feature, not from the
time you reactivated it. 

Reference:https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-now-intelligence/page/use/par-for- workspace/concept/process-
behavior-charts-for-kpis.html 
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